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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers to plans implement to implement lead management functionality for channel sales representative
who needs to push pre-qualified leads to their partner. Partners need the ability to access and update the lead assigned
to them. What solution should a consultant recommend for the scenario? 

A. Create a task for the partner where a new lead is created and assign it to partner in the Partner Community. 

B. Add the leads tab to the Partner Community and configure partner profile to access leads 

C. Configure a separate lead record type and page layout for the partner community. 

D. Create a customized site where partners can self-register and access their leads. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Cloud Kicks want to track different details for trade shows and customer webinars. 

Which capability enables the use of custom fields, contextual validation rules, and varied layouts? 

A. Parent Campaigns 

B. Custom Picklist 

C. Campaign Hierarchies 

D. Record Types 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What are two considerations for enabling multiple currencies at Cloud Kicks? Choose 2 answers 

A. The primary currencyis automatically displayed in parentheses when using multi- currency. 

B. Accounts, Opportunities, Leads, Cases, and Opportunity Product Schedules support multi-currency reporting. 

C. When multi-currency is enabled, changes to exchange rates update the converted amount on all records except
closed opportunities. 

D. The multi-currency enablement process is irreversible. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4
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Universal Containers knows it will be adding new Cases at a rate of 4-6 million per year and wants to maintain
performance over time. Which two recommended techniques should be utilized? Choose 2 Answers 

A. Ask contact center managers to review data each quarter to possibly delete 

B. Write an Apex trigger that deletes one case each time a new case is created 

C. Create a data retention plan that archives or purges cases at regular intervals 

D. Optimize queries to reduce the scope of Cases included with each search 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

The VP of Sales at Cloud Kicks wants to automate the process of reassigning Accounts when the Account owner gets
transferred to a different team or region. The VP wants reassignment to be based on the Account status and
confirmation that the new Account owner is informed of their new Account inheritance. Which two strategies can the
consultant use to design the solution? 

A. Use Process Builder for capturing Account details, define Account assignment rules to reassign the Account to new
owner based on status, and send an email regarding Account inheritance. 

B. Use Process Builder for capturing Account details, design workflow rules to reassign the Account to a new owner
based on status, and send an email regarding Account inheritance. 

C. Use Flow Builder for capturing Account details, design an element to reassign the Account to a new owner based on
status, and send an email regarding Account inheritance. 

D. Use Process Builder for capturing Account details, design an nodes to reassign the Account to a new owner based
on status, and send an email regarding Account inheritance. 

E. Use Flow Builder for capturing Account details, define Account assignment rules to reassign the Account to a new
owner based on status, and send an email regarding Account inheritance. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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